Scientific works of Andriychuk concern generalizations of many important results of algebraic geometry known for finite or global fields to the case of pseudofinite or pseudoglobal fields. In particular, in [24] he proved a counterpart of Chebotarev density theorem for norms on pseudoglobal fields; in [16, 20, 32, 35] he (jointly with his PhD student Ludmyla Stakhiv) studied cohomological properties of the Brauer group of a pseudoglobal field and proved that the Brauer group of transcendent extensions of certain pseudoglobal fields does not depend on the degree of transcendence; in [23] he proved the cyclicity of any finite-dimensional central simple algebra over a pseudoglobal field. In [14, 19, 38, 42] Andriychuk generalized the Tate-Nakayama Theorem to the case of tori over pseudoglobal fields and applied this generalization to study the Tate-Shafarevich groups of algebraic tori over a pseudoglobal field, in particular, he discovered a counterpart of the Voskresenskii exact sequence for tori over pseudoglobal fields; in [31, 39] he studied the Hasse principle for extensions of pseudoglobal fields; in [33] he generalized the Tate duality theorem to certain finite groups of finite modules over a pseudoglobal field; in [18, 25] he proved certain deep duality theorems for cohomologies of projective curves and algebraic varieties over pseudoglobal fields. In [6, 7, 8, 10, 12] 
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